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Dear Madam, adolescents represent 23% of the Pakistani population and their Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH) is a growing concern. A majority of adolescents undergo puberty during their primary school years, a challenging time for most children. As noted in a study by Iqbal et al., information regarding puberty is often event based; for example at the time of menarche in girls or adrenarche in boys. SRH is not discussed in our society as it is considered a taboo and a gateway to premarital sexual activity. Girls are at a particular disadvantage as mothers being their primary source of information are themselves often unaware. The lack of information regarding the physiological, social and emotional changes occurring during puberty leaves adolescents stressed and vulnerable. Therefore, adolescents rely on informal and often inaccurate resources such as the internet. This facilitates an inappropriate exposure to explicit content at a tender age, leading to the birth of myths and misconceptions that may negatively impact the psyche of young adolescents and their outlook towards sexual relationships. In order to stop sexual exploitation of adolescents in unexpected places and to help them navigate this transition period there is a need to promote SRH in schools and to integrate it into our education system. This would enable adolescents to protect themselves by recognizing predatory behaviors, understanding the meaning of consent and promoting gender equality and emotional maturity. For the reasons stated above and many others, Sexual and Reproductive Health Education (SHRE) has been controversial in Pakistan. Pakistan has been a signatory of the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) since 1994, which has resulted in the introduction of many SRH legislative reforms. However adults, Healthcare providers and a lot of young people deny having attended any formal session in their school regarding SRHE as shown by a study conducted by The AWAZ Foundation Pakistan. One of the biggest challenges remains resistance from conservative groups in our society. Following the publicized rape case of a minor in Kasur, the general attitude of our masses has become seemingly positive towards SRH.

Thus it has become increasingly important to introduce SRHE in Pakistani schools. In order for SRHE to be successfully implemented, it is critical to design a curriculum with a clear protocol outlining content, approach, rules and regulations that are in accordance with our socio-religious values. A possible solution being conduction of separate sessions for males and females by trained professionals. This may aid in dissolving much of the stigma around SRHE.
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